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Abstract - In traditional Embedded Control Technology courses, students learn to develop assembly language programs to control peripherals, handle interrupts, and perform I/O operations. However, students find the subject are difficult as the subject is presented in a lecture format. Unfortunately, this Embedded Controller Technology (ECT) course is a compulsory course in any electrical or electronic field of engineering. This paper aims to describe development of a flexible multi-microcontroller training system based on 8-bit microcontroller in Microchip, Freescale (formerly Motorola) and Intel family. For this reason, a new laboratory evaluation tool (UMP-EVT) specifically will be designed to be as a learning tool for those who intend to learn microcontroller and for use in the academic environment. With an extensive of this training system, it could let the user to get start with their microcontroller application efficiently. In addition, it is further boosted by the introduction of Integrated Development Environment (IDE) features in order to create user-friendly environment. By using this UMP-EVT, users are exposed to practical experience of the microcontroller and provide an easy path to learn this intelligent electronic device in short time. In this respect, this UMP-EVT would be applicable for education and expose the electrical engineering students to the understanding fundamental of microcontroller in electronic design field.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems are designed for dedicated applications running in control systems. The unique feature of such systems is the capability to perform timely and predictable operations in response to concurrent requests arriving from the external environment [1]. To create an effective embedded system, one must properly employ the appropriate system architecture, hardware/software interfaces, peripheral devices, and software components [9]. Currently, embedded systems companies are facing with a shortage of engineers having the appropriate skills to respond to market opportunities [8]. However, most electrical and electronics engineering programs teach programming and design skills that are appropriate for a general-purpose computer operating under control of a commercial operating system rather than for the more specialized embedded systems [5].

Embedded systems integrate hardware and software components and require developers with skills in both subjects. Hardware skills should include the capability of adopting a systematic approach to making design decisions in choosing between various hardware platforms for a given embedded systems application [22]. These decisions are nontrivial because there is a large number of quite different hardware platforms available. Moreover, the available hardware devices are constantly changing over time. Thus, embedded systems education needs to include, in addition to knowledge of basic functional properties of current hardware platforms, the capability to systematically analyze both functional and non-functional features of hardware devices and the skills to map these to the requirements of a given specified application to be designed [26].

Therefore, a flexible and versatile prototype system will be developed. The system can be used extensively in experiment or project for diploma, undergraduate and short courses. This UMP-EVT will also be boosted with a simple application board that is suitable for the students to test their capabilities and to improve their knowledge in this course. In addition, a monitor program will be developed to integrate the basic software such as communication software, text editor, cross assembler, compiler, simulator and emulator. Needless to say, it will tremendously create user friendly environment [21].

In this paper, we are going to propose such an systematic approach for hardware implementation and discuss how it could be used successfully in embedded system education of this
This paper presents the importance of microcontrollers course in education syllabus and the design of UMP-EVT that is based on 8-bit microcontroller Atmel® AT89C51, Microchip® PIC 16F877 and Freescale® MC68HC11. It begins with the discussion of the hardware implementation of the system. It proceeds then with software implementation of the system to be interfaced with the PC creating a user-friendly environment, followed by a discussion. Finally, a conclusion is given in section 6.

II. MICROCONTROLLERS IN EDUCATION

Microcontroller courses are frequently taught in Electrical and Electronics Engineering curriculum. 8 bit microcontrollers are very appropriate for educational purposes, because they include a processor core similar to those of classical general purpose microprocessors, as the Microchip PIC 16 Series, Freescale MC6800 or Intel MCS51, very suitable for studying microprocessor fundamentals and assembly programming [2]. On the other hand, the several peripherals integrated around the processor core in a same silicon chip allow studying and practising interfacing fundamentals in the laboratory with low cost hardware tools (evaluation boards, modules, software and etc.).

This ECT course introduces the student to microprocessor and microcontroller system design, and their application to data acquisition and control. Students are assumed to have prior knowledge of number systems, digital logic and basic electronics; some of them have programming background, but others not. Educational theorists provide a learning taxonomy that categorises learning on a scale from lowest to highest levels [1]. Memorising facts occupies the lowest, applying learned facts to practical situations occupies the middle ones, and analysis, design and evaluation the highest ones. Although memorising facts and concept comprehension are unavoidable, in technological education emphasis on applications, analysis, and design is required [18], [19]. In addition, application, analysis and evaluation provide the real joy and excitement in learning [12]. Thus, a course on microcontrollers must pay attention from the lowest learning levels to the highest ones.

For this reason, the student not only should study microcontroller theoretical concepts, but must practice for himself with suitable educational tools supplied by the ECT teacher [20]. We will implement this flexible and versatile UMP-EVT in ECT class. This UMP-EVT is relatively easily to work with and yet it has almost the features essential for a complete control system (memory, ports, analog/digital IO, AD converter and timer). The UMP-EVT includes more than 50 devices, with several amounts of memory and different peripherals. Many microcontroller text books are based on these there microcontrollers, and there are inexpensive and widely available tools for it. Moreover, by working with these microcontrollers, students learn that all of these microcontrollers are most widespread use and most commonly used in education [22].

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF HARDWARE SECTION

A. Design Consideration for Student usage

Development tool reliability tends to be a problematic issue with microcontroller evaluation boards, especially in the hands of inexperienced students [29]. Dysfunctional hardware complicates laboratory activities and detracts from educational opportunities. Keeping microcontroller evaluation boards (EVB) functional often becomes a significant task for the lab faculty. One key design consideration for this educational training system was to evaluate past hardware issues, identify the student usage profile, and incorporate a reasonable degree of protection. Electrical failure is the most common fault mode in a lab environment. Three major sources of electrical failure were identified:

- Providing incorrect power supply to the processor including reverse polarity or the wrong voltage. Many EVBs don’t contain an on-board power supply, so reverse polarity or excessive supply voltage will destroy the processor very quickly.

- Shorting output lines to power or ground resulting in excessive current. Most consumer products are designed such that no sequence of commands will result in hardware damage. EVBs are typically not so forgiving. Students may intend to provide a grounded input, for example, but inadvertently configure the port data control register as an output with a logic high. The resultant condition will damage the output or the entire processor.

- Electrostatic discharge is the silent killer of CMOS devices. Students routinely connect wires to microcontroller pins, without properly grounding themselves.

Mechanical and electro-mechanical failure modes are less prevalent, but do occur. For example, damage may occur due to excessive board flex while mating wide ribbon cable connectors, or due to objects dropped on the circuit board (including conductive objects) while the board is operating.
The UMP-EVT key constraints are to design a board that didn’t excessively limit external device interfacing, is cost effective, and robust relative to the student usage profile. Several compromises are necessary. The goal was never a “Student-proof” board, but rather a board that would handle the majority of expected student usage profiles. A failure-mode effects analysis (FMEA) approach will be utilized to determine where severity and probability of occurrence will be ranked against cost of mitigation.

A major distinction between the UMP-EVT and most other EVBs is circuit protection. All user I/O will be interfaced through carefully segmented and marked I/O pins. Each I/O pin will be contained over-current and ESD protection, as well as an LED state indicator to eliminate the need for logic probes. The UMP-EVT I/O circuitry will be designed such that a short circuit between any user pin and any power-source from –15V to +15V will not result in damage to the EVT, even if the pin is configured as an output. Theoretically, the protection circuitry limits the drive strength and bandwidth of the peripheral interface, but the board is capable of maintaining CMOS logic levels at about 1mA, and with a 5 kHz bandwidth. The circuit protection will preclude the use of bus-based interface experiments, but permits most sensor and actuator experiments with little risk to the hardware.

The UMP-EVT also will incorporate with 5-volt power supplies. The supply will be thermally protected, and the on-board Fan, will be used as an I/O experiment for PWM speed control defaults to the on state and is strategically located to provide power supply cooling for additional design margin. Power for user experiments will be provided via a separate tracking regulator. The regulator is capable of supplying 1.5 A with less than 10mV of error with respect to 5.000V [31], but is isolated such that excessive voltage inadvertently applied to the user circuitry does not back-feed the processor and cause damage. The design will be included provisions for a clear plastic cover to provide mechanical protection, and the circuit board will be fastened to a rigid 1/8” thick fibreglass panel to prevent flexing. The boards may be stacked without mechanical damage.

B. The UMP-EVT Hardware

This UMP-EVT hardware component will consists of a system board and an application board. System board includes with these three microcontrollers, external RAM and ROM for expandability, and three RS232 interfacing circuit, power module, oscillators circuit, Reset- ON module and interrupt module. The application board, on the other hand, will consists of LEDs, Bar Graph, 7-Segment Displays, 8x8 Tri-Color Dot Matrix, Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), Stepper Motor, Direct Current (DC) Motor, Wireless Devices and Traffic Light system, while the input devices are an 8-ways Dual-In-Line Package (DIP) switches, and a 4x4 Keypad.

C. System Board

The system board uses the generic three typical microcontrollers, MCS51, HC11, and PIC 16 Series as the heart of the system. Additional 64k each of code and data memory space is made available via external ROM and RAM devices connected to data bus of the microcontroller using de-multiplexing latches. Availability of de-multiplexing latches also allow for further I/O ports expansion. In addition to ports expandability, the system board also include a serial communication interface (SCI) that allows the microcontroller to communicate with the PC in order to allow the user to issue commands to the training system. DS275 from Dallas Semiconductor provides the necessary drive for serial RS232 transmission, which will be used with BlueSnap devices. Simplified block diagram of system board is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Block diagram of system board](image)

D. Application Board

The application board is one of the key features of the UMP-EVT system. There are ten suggested application modules incorporated on to the application board. The modular approach used in developing the application modules provides flexibility for instructor to use the UMP-EVT system either as laboratory training tool or as platform for students’ design project [31]. Due to the limited number of I/O ports, address decoder is used with latches and buffers to select some of the application devices.

E. Expandability option

The other key feature of the MCS51 UMP-EVT system is the expansion port. The expansion port in form of 40-pin bus connector will be provided to allow for students to develop their own application system board. Furthermore, ZIF socket will be used to mount the external code memory (ROM) chip on the system board. This allow for easy placement (replacement) of the
memory chip. As such students can use the system board as a standalone system for the application modules they’ll developing.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE SECTION

A. Assembly Language Programming

Our department has so far retained our assembly language programming requirement. However, it was recently revamped for two fundamental reasons. The first reason is hardware suitability and availability. One of the most common computing platforms used at many universities is a basic PC running a recent Windows operating system. At the heart of this system (Intel, Motorola, and Microchip) that traces its roots back to the early 1980's and 1990's, but has experienced radical transformations in internal organization and capability. The complexity of these processors makes it an ideal target of study for a computer architecture class. However, this same complexity makes it unsuitable for a beginning course in assembly language programming. Commitment to backward compatibility while introducing new features to meet modern computing needs has spawned a processor with extremely complicated addressing modes, a variety of register sizes, and obscure instructions that make this a poor choice for an introductory course in assembly language programming.

In a 32 or 64-bit world, talking about extended precision integer arithmetic seems quite artificial, whereas it was a necessity when 8-bit processors were the norm. To complicate matters, modern operating systems work against the student who needs to see the direct relationship between assembly language commands and hardware response. Operating systems present a highly sophisticated interface to the hardware that is only with difficulty breached by assembly language practitioners. Interrupt processing, once a major topic in assembly language classes, is not as easy to implement under the watchful and restrictive operating systems of today. To address these concerns, we felt we should explore the suitability of other computing platforms.

A perceived lack of relevance of assembly language skills was the second reason for the changes to our educational training systems. Although a very visible part of the computer science world is engaged in advancing the state of the art in high-level software design and user-friendly interfaces, another, less-visible part of the industry, is busy developing software for a subset of microprocessors targeting embedded applications. Although C is a popular language for development in many of these microcontrollers, assembly language is still an important tool. Because a typical embedded processor runs without an operating system, programmers are free to use the raw capabilities in any way they choose. Assembly language provides the most natural and direct access to the processor’s capabilities. By introducing assembly language programming in such an environment, students can see the relevance of this language while gaining an appreciation for the details of program execution at the instruction set architecture level.

The third reason for the change is related to another curricular decision in our department, the replacement of assembly language programming by C programming in our introductory courses. Although assembly language programming was used as a medium to teach fundamental programming concepts, it also offered the opportunity (and need) to discuss low-level details such as number representation (which in assembly is hardware dependent) and storage allocation (pointers and pointer arithmetic, static, dynamic and automatic allocation, and details of array storage). C programming hides many of these details from the programmer so there is less motivation to discuss what is happening at the processor level when using this language. In our curriculum revision, the assembly language programming, which is usually taken after our students have experienced the basic fundamental data structures (arrays, stacks, queues, and linked structures), was a natural place to introduce the instruction set architecture of a real processor and demonstrate how it could be programmed using assembly language.

B. Hardware-Software Graphical User Interface (GUI)

The software development of the system will be divided into two categories; the monitor program and the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) parts. The monitor program will be developed by using the assembly language to allow communication between the PC and the system module. From the PC, the user can communicate with the system board to issue commands to upload or download, execute and read or write to memory location.

The concept diagram for the monitor program is shown in the Figure 5. This concept diagram is the main structure of the monitor program. It consists of several subroutines which each performs different tasks. The basic function of the monitor software is to read the input based on user’s selection. Based on the selection, it will determine which procedure will be executed. In this section, several subroutines are developed, such as
read keyboard, read string, display character, display string and many more [21].

![Concept Diagram of Monitor Software](image)

**Figure 5: Concept Diagram of Monitor Software**

The IDE, on the other hand, integrates various basic software such as cross assembler, communication software and text editor to create user-friendly environment. This new software tool will be developed to allow the user to perform all development activities without needing to exit any programs. This environment tool is developed by using an object-oriented programming Microsoft Visual Studio. The software will offers standard windows button such as command buttons, check boxes, option buttons, text boxes, and etc and produces a user friendly environment system.

### C. Monitor Program Testing

Suggested Monitor program module for UMP-EVT system is to test the load and execute user’s application program. These two menus provide the core function of the monitor program. Figure 6 shows the testing flowchart for load and execute user’s application program.

![Monitor Program Testing Flowchart](image)

**Figure 6: Monitor Program Testing**

### V. DISCUSSION

A through free run test on the UMP-EVT system will be performed to ensure system reliability. Likewise, a monitor program will be developed, assembled, and downloaded into the EEPROM or NVRAM. Several tests of mini operating system will be tested several times and prove that the system is reliable and sufficiently stable. It will show that the monitor program is able to communicate with the computer and capable of performing several commands issued from the host.

#### A. Survey Result

A survey on student’s understanding in embedded systems was conducted to detect the level of understanding in this course and the feedback from the students if there are develop in-house microcontroller educational development system based on the MCS51, HC11, and PIC 16 series microcontroller were developed. So far only 21 responses from the students in FKEE who replied the surveys and preliminary results are encouraging. The majority of the students found the UMP-EVT system will helpful in understanding the knowledge in embedded system. The UMP-EVT system will also helped them to better understand how the microcontrollers worked and how hardware and software worked together if the UMP-EVT are build. The instructors teaching this lab noticed that the need of this UMP-EVT system could make a significant improvement in students’ performance and understanding of the lab. For more detail on this UMP-EVT system's survey, please log on into this webpage, "http://www.kwiksurveys.com/online-survey.php?surveyID=BIEIM_5d8a6dc9".

### VI. CONCLUSION

A prototype of UMP-EVT system will be designed and developed as teaching and learning tools and the system can be used extensively in experiment or project for diploma, undergraduate and short courses. The UMP-EVT system will provide a simple application board that is suitable for the students to test their capabilities and to improve their knowledge in this course. A mini operating UMP-EVT system based on IDE concept will be developed to integrate the basic software such as communication software, text editor, cross assembler and compiler.
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